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Abstract

The paper is aimed to review several aspects comprehensively regarding the utilization of building integrated photovoltaic-thermal (BIPV/T) systems published in the last five years. In this case, the considered BIPV systems includes the provision of electricity and thermal energy including the heating and cooling systems to meet the building energy demands. The reviewed aspects are the improvement efficiency by new modeling and technology advancements, the analysis of economy and environment overviews as the impact of BIPV/T installation and the system implementation and policy regarding to maximize optimal performance between the electricity energy and thermal energy captures. The comprehensive information of BIPV systems through this review article is necessary for the optimum design and future system applications, especially to researchers and practitioners involved or interested in the design, analysis, simulation, and performance evaluation and to government and stakeholders in financial and incentives supports, new methods and trends of BIPV/T systems.
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1. Introduction

Renewable and sustainable energy generation system will be significantly directive for the future energy utilization due to the environment, self-energy utilization and low dependency on fossil fuel [1]. As one of the renewable energy sources, photovoltaic system has potential and clean energy yields for the future sustainable energy need. Recently, the photovoltaic technology as one of the considered emission-free of renewable energy source is developed fast with significant reduction of solar cell costs and efficiency improvement [2]. When photovoltaic system is integrated in building structure, only small space of building is needed compared to the wide space requirement for other type of PV generation systems [3]. In this respect, the advanced utilization of PV system in building is still attractively feasible to meet partially part of the building energy loads for the provision of electrical and thermal demands [1]. The system has great potential and play important roles in distributed generation technology and significant support to the future zero energy building implementation within the critical policy and challenges [4]. For these reasons, as one of distributed generation systems, the photovoltaic system may improve the security electricity energy [3].

Recently, there have been increase in utilization of conventional building envelope materials to generate clean energy for the self-owned consumption. The system is well-known as the building integrated photovoltaic-thermal (BIPV/T) systems [5]. In this system, the solar panels installed in the rooftops or facades of building by replacing the conventional roofs function and surface structure of building to generate electricity energy and/or heat energy for individual home consumption or distribute generation for grid connection [6]. The solution of solar panel on surface of building structure is highly needed in the region with hot, dry and humid conditions where cooling load consumption is very high [7]. The utilization of facade system in such climate conditions may save a significant annual electricity energy consumption for cooling system impacts to the energy cost reduction. The electricity energy capture of solar panel rooftop systems can be maximized with the optimum angle and orientation to the sunlight direction. However, the electricity energy decreases with the increase in temperature. For this reason, the thermal systems can be designed by means the provision of fluid tube for cooling system, so that the heat energy in media fluid can be simultaneously utilized with electricity energy [8].

The utilization concept of BIPV with thermal system began in the last 1980s. The technology is developed fast due to the requirement of net zero building through the application of solar energy [9]. The BIPV/T system which is growing importance for the sustainable energy utilization of buildings has changed the perception of passive envelope building structure and architectural design [10]. In this case, the system has multifunction to generate electricity energy and provide shading to the building by decreasing indoor thermal gain and lighting requirements [11]. Also, it is potentially designed for advanced window application due to the capability of heat transfer reduction, control the admitted solar heat and generating clean electricity [12]. The architectural integration of system for the optimal efficiency needs the proportions, morphology and aesthetic of the project. The direct conversion of solar energy into electrical energy with solar panel systems might be considered as the prominent technology for the renewable energy utilization. In addition, for sustainable energy application, BIPV/T system offers high flexibility of energy conservation and emission reduction [13]. The technology of conventional energy is limited while the renewable energy applications gain the maturity in the whole aspects. The optimal energy utilization of BIPV/T system is...
the main target in different countries especially for the needs of electricity energy for lighting, cooling and heating systems [14]. In the European countries, the energy consumption of building sectors reaches about 40%, therefore the perception to utilize the standard building envelope components by means the BIPV/T systems to obtain energy for owned consumption. However, the barrier and risk regarding the BIPV applications have been identified and discussed in order to have the future overview of system through recommendation and development. The most significant barriers are feed in tariff, public acceptance, incentive and subsidy of government support and technical aspects regarding power loses and architecture design. Meanwhile the future perspectives are the potential for the improvement in terms of design, configuration, ventilation, positioning, guidelines and output performance prediction [15].

The compromised energy output versus the installation costs are traded-off for the beneficial analysis of implemented systems. The analysis of BIPV investigation is not far from the compromised detailed energy consumption of building and cost of installation of facade solar panel system on building [7]. Nevertheless, the BIPV/T systems offer sustainable clean energy utilization and energy provision by accommodating the potential energy sources for the target of nearly zero energy building. The supported technology and industry are developing fast regarding the solar panel improvements technology that might be attached to the building envelope structure, either on the rooftop or on the facade surface of building [16]. For instance, the latest solar cell based thin film technology which more mature and aesthetic has meaningful contribution to more advancement design of BIPV systems [4].

There are several previous reviewed papers regarding the technology development, experimental and numerical studies and impact of BIPV/T system on building performance. In this respect, researchers provide information in terms of energy production, nominal power, efficiency, type and performance assessment regarding to the new improvement technology for building integration [1]. Most articles are focused on the performance investigation and optimization of BIPV system, ventilation of PV panel for electric energy output due to the negative temperature effect on efficiency and heat transfer mechanism of systems [15]. In other perspectives, a research group provides critical review of storage systems as highly important components to be emphasized due to the potential negative environmental effects [5]. All it all, the comparison of installed location of system either on the roof top or on the wall structure of building with different media flu including the economic aspects of system is reviewed. The purpose of these review articles is to provide beneficial information regarding the advantages and limitation of technologies that could be used by researchers and engineers in the building utilization [17].

Also, it is expected that the review article may give beneficial information of research & development, application and current and future status of technology [9].

Again, this review article attempts to provide more comprehensive information regarding several aspects of current and potential development of BIPV/T system. The reviewed aspects are the improvement efficiency by new modeling and technology advancements, the analysis of economy and environment overviews as the impact of BIPV/T installation and the system implementation and policy regarding to maximize optimal performance between the electricity energy and thermal energy captures.

2. Optimal Modelling and Methodology

The sophisticated modelling and methodology are highly important to be determined in order to investigate, analysis and achieve the optimal and comprehensive electrical and thermal energy performances of BIPV/T systems. In this case, the steady and dynamic mathematical models are the main approach due to the complex behavior of systems. The intelligent computational techniques are also the optional method to overcome the unpredictable characteristic performance of systems. Meanwhile, the methodology can be overviewed from the PV circuit modelling and presented in different simulation techniques. For instance, an article explores the online technique to monitor and analyze the performance I-V characteristics of rooftops PV panels according to modified double-diode model [6]. With this proposed model modification, the system performance is only depending on the current at maximum power point with the input parameters of irradiance, temperature and wind speed. Then, other models are proposed in order to have significant gain of BIPV/T system utilization.

2.1 Steady-State Mathematical Model

The mathematical model is still the important method to investigate and evaluate the optimal performance of BIPV/T system. The optimization model based mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) with maximizing the net present value is applied for the BIPV with different multi-apartment building conditions with modular approach [18]. The results indicate significant energy cost saving in comparing with investment cost for building retrofitting. Similarly, the optimization model based integrated Technology Selection and Operation (TSO) is presented for distributed energy system in commercial building [19]. A steady state MILP method is formulated to optimize the proper selection, capacity and operation of photovoltaic and battery systems. As results, the TSO model is highly beneficial and powerful model for the real project evaluation due to the capability to reduce the uncertainty regarding the project cost. In different utilization of mathematical model, the thermal characteristic of BIPV/T system is well-investigated and evaluated with mathematical model based finite difference method in order to estimate the thermal parameters [20].

There is significant attention to change the perception of building design from passive to active building envelope for generating electricity and thermal energy [21]. The new innovation of BIPV with thermoelectric system on wall installation. The thermoelectric wall active system is highly adaptive to ambient temperature by reducing heat gain inside the building. In this case, the thermal model is formulated with three sub-models which consist of electric and thermal model of solar panel, heat exchange model in air duct and thermoelectric radiant model. Then the models are solved with different approaches, which are Lambert W function, matrix-based state space method and analytical methods, respectively. The main part of standalone BIPV system is photovoltaic-converter and battery systems. In this case, the MPPT control is unable to be applied because the output current of PV system is only depending on the state of charge of the battery bank. The Lambert W function as a mathematical model is applied to investigate the energy efficiency improvement according to different configuration of PV modules [22].
2.2 Dynamic Mathematical Model
Since the BIPV/T system is complex and dynamic, different approaches are performed to analysis the system behaviour. A new dynamic numerical simulation model based transient finite difference thermal network is proposed to investigate the heating and cooling energy demands including electrical energy yields for the building energy performance analysis of BIPV system on facade high building structure [23]. The simulation tool called DETECT 2.3 is able to analyse the energy integrated building issues. The main target of the study is to the recommendation to the designers and stakeholders regarding the design system in case of new building retrofitting. In addition, the computational fluid dynamics model based optimal parameters of PV layer, air duct and insulation layer are utilized to investigate the BIPV/T system performance mounted on wall/rooftop with air duct installation [24].

The electricity energy capture of BIPV system decreases with the increase in temperature. However, the performance of building solar panel can be optimized and improved with the utilization of heat energy through water fluid media at different angle orientation of semi-transparent BIPV thermal system [8]. The investigation is carried out with the periodic nature of irradiance, ambient air, cell, slab, water flow and room temperatures. The thermal comfort based the BIPV-vacuum glazing materials is evaluated with one-dimensional heat transfer model in different climate conditions [12]. A dynamic numerical thermal based two-dimensional mathematical model is proposed for partial or fully integrated rooftop BIPV system considering integration structure and insulated air gap [25]. The accuracy of proposed model is measured with equivalent thermal resistance (Ross coefficient) and compared with the operating cell temperature thermal model from manufactured data sheet and measured data.

2.3 Computational Intelligent Methods
The computational intelligence methods have been used in optimization and improvement performances of BIPV/T system. The artificial neural network, genetic programming and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system were used for prediction of energetic performance [26]. In this case, the BIPV thermal system has capability to provide cooling system to PV panel and generate electricity during winter and summer. Due to the simplicity of concept/application and robustness, the genetic programming method is more accurately formula than other two methods. Similarly, the energetic and exergetic performances improvement on glazed/unglazed BIPV thermal systems is investigated with multi-objective optimization based genetic algorithm [27]. The target of this optimization approach is to find the optimum values of geometric parameters of systems and air mass flow rate within the maximum annual average efficiency. Another approach, the optimized artificial neural network and particle swarm optimization is utilized for estimating the energy performance of BIPV systems by taking geometric duct and air mass flow rate as the input parameters [28].

2.4 Simulation Tools
The TRNSYS software is quite popular for the energy management strategy, thermal performance and comprehensive energy production of BIPV/T system. The analysis and optimal approach of photovoltaic and battery system are conducted in low energy building installation [29]. The energy management strategy based TRNSYS is performed considering the battery life cycle, grid operation and electricity price. The optimizing with single and multi-objective functions are proceeded for technical, economic and environmental performances based on decision making strategy. The single criterion is benefit for the performance of energy supply, battery storage, utility grid for the target building. Meanwhile, the multi-criterion is important for the PV self-consumption and efficiency, net grid energy, battery life cycle, gas emission. In different approaches, the performance of variable capacity air source heat pump coupled with BIPV/T system on wall installation is theoretically investigated. The air is circulated under the solar panel through duct system in order to capture the thermal energy. The TRNSYS is used to evaluate the thermal performance under heating mode operation [30].

Meanwhile, the efficient integration approach of BIPV/T system with heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system including the thermal storage is presented for the high-performance solar energy application in buildings [31]. A model predictive control algorithm is utilized for the dynamic model of systems to determine the optimal set-point trajectory of thermal storage tank and to evaluate the energy saving potential at the heat pump. A comprehensive energy yields model is developed in TRNSYS to identify the parameters of low-order linear time invariant state space model. Another simulation tool, the PVSYST software is utilized to determine the optimum orientation of BIPV facade system installation with the objective functions of minimum cooling load and maximum electricity energy output. The other parameters considered in the study are building size, space layout dimension including shape and orientation of facade PV systems [7].

2.5 Thermal Periodic Theory
A thermal periodic theory in [32] is applied in BIPV with semi-transparent PV thermal system where energy balanced equation of overall system components is formulated [33]. Due to the solar irradiance and air temperature are periodic in nature, then all temperatures will be periodic as well. With the energy balance equation, all temperatures are setup in matrices that represent time dependent and independent part of basic equation. Then, the problem is solved by the matrix inversion method. Similar approach of thermal periodic theory-based energy balance equation is proposed when considering the intermittent water flow [34]. In addition, the simultaneous effect of heat capacity and water flow is studied in semi-transparent photovoltaic modules [35]. In this case, the analytical expression of temperatures (room air, floor, solar panel, water tank, tank, water on roof), solar cell efficiency, daylight saving and electricity energy is derived. Comparative analysis is performed with and without water flow in order to understand the cooling effect by water flow on the rooftop.

In fact, there is a trade-off between simulation speed and accuracy in order to deal with optimal parameters in complex system, such as BIPV with thermolectric wall-system [36]. The main aims are to determine an accurate and fast simulation method of this complex system. In this proposed system, there is an optimal balance between time step of simulation and superposition number to obtain the annual thermal performance. It is obtained that the non-uniform time step model can be useful for other BIPV thermolectric wall system installation. The BIPV with thermolectric wall system is an effective and innovative BIPV system which may reduce building energy load significantly. The thermolectric wall system can provide heating/cooling and generate electricity simultaneously [37]. In this respect, the integration
parameters of solar panel for irradiance transformation, air gap for thermal dissipation and thermoelectric panel system for active cooling/heating end up the BIPV with thermoelectric wall system become perfect and complex systems [38].

3. Advanced and Innovation Technologies in BIPV/T systems

The technology of BIPV/T system is fast developing to achieve high efficiency electrical and thermal performance of BIPV/T systems. The simple way of technology applications is to apply the optimal orientation of system to the sunlight direction called the optimal tilt angle of system and application of multiple duct system for media fluid circulation. The radiative cooling, heat pipe system, thermal wheel, and smart window system can be considered as the innovation technology in BIPV/T system. Nevertheless, the fast-developed technology solar cell in semi-transparent thin-film solar cell can accommodate the balance between electrical and thermal energy utilization of BIPV/T systems. Also, the application of concentrating solar cell is remarkable to achieve the high efficiency performance and maturity utilization of BIPV/T systems.

3.1 Optimal Tilt Angle Systems

The technology of BIPV/T system is developed fast and implemented to achieve net zero energy of buildings. The electrical and thermal efficiency are improved by the structure elements and air duct beneath the solar panel for the air flow [39]. Overall, the efficiency performance of BIPV/T system is depending on the several factors, such as site, level of irradiance, direction of the collector surface to sunlight, tilt angle of the system and ventilation of the air gap between the solar panel and the building cover [40]. The overall performance of systems in terms of temperature distribution can be investigated from the energy efficiency and exergy efficiency overviews. In fact, most numerical studies of these two efficiencies are based on the PV/T systems, water systems and mechanical ventilated air systems. Especially for orientation of panel to sunlight direction, the optimum tilt angle as in Fig. 1 based the solar insolation is used in energy equilibrium equation for mathematical model of thermal system. Meanwhile, different mass flow rate is considered for the electrical and thermal energy performance of BIPV/T system at optimum tilt angle [39]. In this respect, the predictive model-based particle swarm optimization can be utilized to optimize the tilt angle of system with the objective function of maximum power generation, indoor illumination while minimum indoor temperature for zero energy building [11].

3.2 Multiple Inlet Duct Systems

The performance investigation on number of intake air is considered to improve the thermal efficiency of BIPV/T system (Fig. 2). The thermal behaviour of two-inlet air-based open loop BIPV/T system is experimentally studied using full-scale solar simulator [42]. The proposed two-inlet system with frameless solar panel can improve the thermal efficiency compared to the conventional one-inlet systems without any additional costs of installation. Also, the proposed system might improve the thermal efficiency of semi-transparent PV system due to both direction of sunlight absorption. In fact, the air based open loop BIPV/T systems are efficient for generating electricity and producing useful thermal heat simultaneously.

However, the heat transfer capability of air is low, so that it may reduce the system efficiency, promote overheating impacts to short life span utilization. With introducing multiple air intake duct along the PV string, it is expected better heat extraction and achieving lower and uniform temperature [43]. The numerical investigation is carried out to compare the single and multiple air intake in BIPV/T system for possible future building renovation in large scale installation. A flow distribution model is utilized to investigate the factors of pressure drop and flow correlation including the wind tunnel pressure for the electrical and thermal energy performance.

3.3 Radiative Cooling - Radiative Forcing

Technology of BIPV/T system combined with radiative cooling is proposed to maximize the potential rooftop open space that exposures to sunlight direction regarding the annual total energy output [44]. In this respect, the BIPV with thermal system has been attracted for researchers because the capability of system to generate electricity and thermal energy at the same time [45]. However, the space cooling is limited for building in hot regions, while space heating is less needed. The integration of BIPV system and radiative cooling (Fig. 3a) is proposed where the PV system generates electricity during daytime and radiative cooling generates cooling energy during night time. The performance of proposed system is analysed with quasi-steady-state mathematical model under real ambient weather conditions. The study results indicate that the amount precipitable water vapor from radiative cooling system is not a problem in the dry climate condition. In comparison to radiative cooling, the externality of PV system installation is investigated in the form of radiative forcing (Fig. 3b) regarding sunlight absorption on Earth's surface. When radiative forcing is considered in the economic and environment factors, the PV system technology
is put in the low-cost system, high efficiency installation and low contribution to global warming [2].

3.4 Heat Pipe, Thermal Wheel and Smart Window Systems

The innovation technologies in terms of heat pipe system, thermal wheel and smart window systems has put the BIPV/T system at the high optimal performance of electrical and thermal energy systems simultaneously. The innovation technology of heat pipe is utilized in BIPV/T thermal system is investigated with dynamic mathematical model for electricity generation, services heat water, air conditioning load reduction [46]. The study concludes that the BIPV/T with heat pipe system presents attractive energy performance and adaptively to different climate conditions. Meanwhile, the feasibility integrating of BIPV/T system with thermal wheel is investigated for the residential applications. The innovation technology is able to provide pre-heating/cooling of ambient air during winter/summer as well as producing electricity [47].

The multi-objective optimization method is used to determine the optimal geometric and operating parameters with the target of maximum performance of thermal wheel and efficiency of overall BIPV/T systems. In addition, the new concept of BIPV system with concentration photovoltaic with smart window system is proposed to adaptively respond to the environmental conditions by balancing provision between solar irradiation for electricity energy, daylighting and heat energy of buildings [48]. The successful application of smart window system is highly depending on the optimal relationship between transmittance and reflective properties of thermotropic layer.

3.5 Earth-Air-Heat Exchanger (EAHE)

The performance of BIPV/T system can be improved by integrating with thermoelectric radiant system with PV module installed in wall structure of building [49]. The numerical results indicate that a significant reduction of annual energy usage for heating/cooling loads. Therefore, the proposed BIPV with thermoelectric system has potential to promote zero energy and low exergy building.

In this respect, the multi-objective optimization is implemented to the optimal operation of hybrid BIPV thermal system with earth-air heat exchanger (EAHE) for the heating and cooling modes [50], [51]. The objective functions are the annual energy and exergy production to obtain the optimal parameters, such as air mass flow rate, the volume parameters of BIPV thermal channel and the length and depth parameters of EAHE.

3.6 Semi-Transparent Thin Film Solar Cells

Semi-transparent thin film solar cells are widely used in BIPV/T technology due the capability of simultaneous electrical and thermal energy management including the daylighting provision. A comparative analysis of BIPV/T system is performed between the conventional rooftop solar panel and semi-transparent photovoltaic thermal in terms of useful thermal gain and thermal load levelling for thermal comfort [52]. Semi-transparent photovoltaic for BIPV/T system is able to collect thermal energy and provision of daylighting in room building [53]. The efficacy model is presented to measure the variation is cell and room temperatures taking the consideration of number room air change per hour. Nowadays, technology development of semi-transparent thin-film solar cell for BIPV system-based window installation is focused on hydrogenated amorphous Silicon [54]. With this technology, the wide-bandgap and conductive window layer are introduced in order to improve the quantum efficiency under shortwave length and light transmittance.

The electrical energy demand increases due to the needs of lighting and cooling in most buildings. It impacts to the emission problems and environmental degradation after utilization of conventional power generation for supplying energy. For this reason, it is necessary to have cooling systems to maintain the indoor thermal condition in order to reduce the energy consumption for cooling the buildings [55]. The thermal model of passive cooling system, such as evaporative cooling, natural ventilation, daylight and heat storage capacity for BIPV with semi-transparent photovoltaic thermal systems. In addition, the parametric study for cooling purposes of semi-transparent photovoltaic thermal based
BIPV system is investigated under hot climate conditions [56]. The cooling parameters, such as heat capacity, water flow and daylighting are formulated in single model to obtain the other parameters like temperature, electricity energy production and solar cell efficiency.

3.7. Concentrating Photovoltaic Systems

The operation BIPV with concentration of PV system is optimized for the maximum energy generation and provision of daylighting of building space simultaneously [57]. It is obtained that the performance of concentration solar panel and concentration solar panel along with daylighting purpose is similar at various incident angle of sunlight and no effect to the optical performance of the concentrator. In terms of technology, he optimal design of concentrating solar panel-based compound parabolic concentrator with V-trough geometry is simulated to improve the light absorption with less material manufacture in different optical efficiency using ray tracing modelling produced by the COMSOL Multiphysics [58]. Also, BIPV system with concentrating photovoltaic is proposed to benefit the reflective and refractive solar radiation in building utilization [59]. The simulation of Monte-Carlo ray trace is used to model and optimize the design of optical geometry based three-dimensional cross compound parabolic concentrator. In addition, the detailed modelling of BIPV performance with concentrating photovoltaic system is evaluated based on the optical, electrical and thermal analysis. In this system, part of concentrated light is converted to electricity and rest is dissipated in the form of heat [60].

4. Technical Challenges including Management of Storage Systems

This section provides collective information regarding the challenges in distribution network when the BIPV/T system is connected to the grid. Also, the discussion of shading in micro level by means in the solar cell design and in macro level by the shading object of building which influences the BIPV/T performances are provided. The section is end up with the management of electrical and thermal storage systems, especially when the phase change material (PCM) is utilized.

4.1 Challenges in distribution network

The motivation of BIPV system installation is to obtain the energy sustainability by maximising the potential of surrounded energy availability [61]. Another approach to optimize the BIPV facade system performance is by integrating with energy grid building. The consideration of supplying AC or DC energy to the grid building especially for the location with high solar energy yields is promptly discussed due to the mature of renewable energy sources utilization and the increase in DC loads applications including the electric vehicles. However, the connection of solar panel from BIPV system to grid may cause risk problems in distribution network due to the variability output [14]. To overcome this condition, the provision of reactive power from voltage source inverter is the prominent solution and is claimed to be stable, reliable and cost-effective system rather than controlling the VAR compensation on distribution grid. Due to the intermittency output of PV systems might cause severe impacts to the utility operation, the BIPV system especially for the grid connection is questionable [13]. The problem is optimized by the iterative algorithm and linearized technique for the combined energy-water supply systems with target of minimum energy cost consumption and power volatility to meet the water demand.

4.2 Shading Problems

The electricity generation in BIPV system is rather complex compared to other type PV generation systems [62]. The insolation on the tilt surface, solar panel temperature, the DC and AC power are measured to obtain the energy yield of the building. Also, the investigation of the optimal system performance is proceeded due to complex shading problems, improved solar panel connection and temperature characteristics when the BIPV system are simultaneously function as the insulating glazing for the lighting transmittance. In micro level, the air layer which exist between the glass covers and cells in BIPV with thermal systems reduce significantly the heat loss and enhance the thermal efficiency [63]. However, the frame border that holding the glass cover creates shadow the cells near the frame according to air layer thickness, direction and sun position which affects the performance of photovoltaic cells. BIPV with thermal system is a prominent system for urban applications to achieve net zero energy building by capturing the solar irradiance [64]. However, the shadow which may come from the surrounded building at close proximity can reduce the thermal performance of BIPV system due to significant influence of shading and sky view blocking effects to the sunlight direction. Therefore, the optimum tilt angle, solar light intensity and performance of BIPV system are important to be evaluated in the presence of shading objects.
4.3 Management of Storage Systems
The combined BIPV systems with energy storage can improve the overall system in terms of peak demand reduction, power quality and power distribution allocation [65]. Therefore, the optimal size of battery would reduce the total cost of investment and the dependency to grid supply. The optimal capacity of battery is determined by real time operational data between BIPV system power production and load consumption considering the maximum reduction of annual electricity bill. The economic and technical performance are evaluated for the application of on-site battery energy storage system based BIPV system within power grid supply limit with reasonable energy tariff for minimizing annual energy cost [66]. It is due to the installation of battery unit by the BIPV system owner will impact to the additional investment. In fact, there is significant relationship between the electricity production from PV panels and supply energy from the grid. In addition, different scenarios of battery energy storage system capacity are examined in order to test the sensitivity of the performed analysis [61].

The effectiveness of renewable energy use in BIPV or BIPV/T systems is highly depending on the energy storage utilization. The review of energy storage is presented in [5] considering multiple storage solution in different material, such as battery, phase change material (PCM) and different type of installations, such as non-concentrating system, roof and facade locations with water and air of media fluids. Both systems are correlated to the environmental effects of storage utilization, such as material manufacturing, accidental release of electrolytes, inhalation toxicity, flammable elements, degradation and end-of-life management for battery critical factors. The technology integration of PCM into BIPV with transparent photovoltaic system is promising to control the improved surface temperature of PV panel. However, there are so many chemical compounds called eutectic mixtures are utilized to regulate the cell temperature [67]. Regarding to phase change material (PCM) components, some corrosive materials in heat water storage, fire-safety issues as well as high toxicity in terms of human health and ecosystems are considered. Nevertheless, BIPV system incorporating with phase change material (PCM) offers potential of reducing the solar panel temperature and provide such radiator of cooling system to improve the electrical efficiency of PV system. Also, the heat absorbs by the fluid media can be utilized for building energy utilization [68]. The numerical study has been conducted taking the input parameters of BIPV and PCM in order to maximize the total electricity energy yields and heat energy within the constraint of maximum accepted solar panel temperature.

BIPV system is easily integrated with surrounded environment, replacing building material structure in order to benefit the electric and thermal energy including the daylight provision though building envelope [69]. In this case, the phase change material (PCM) is experimentally evaluated to improve the low concentration BIPV system through thermal regulation and to discuss the impact of PCM temperature on electrical parameters of BIPV system. The previous research is correlated to the temporal and spatial studies of PCM temperature of BIPV system. As results, he utilization of phase change material in photovoltaic system improve the energy efficiency conversion by providing cooling system on solar panel and keeping the indoor heat transmission [70]. The impact of PCM layer is experimentally investigated for the electrical and thermal performance of PV system and indoor space temperature.

5. Analysis of BIPV/T system: Energy, Exergy, Economy and Environment (4E)

5.1 Energy-Exergy Analysis
The optimal performance of BIPV/T systems can be achieved with detailed investigation and analysis of energy-exergy of system. The numerical investigation is applied for the potential cooling of PV system for high efficiency energy conversion which is obtained from the supply and exhaust air, while the heating can be produced from the heat rejection of panels [71]. In BIPV system with semi-transparent photovoltaic thermal, the exergy analysis of is proposed for considering constant room temperature with different number air changes between room and ambient air [72]. The energy balance equation is analytically designed taking the complete parameters of semi-transparent photovoltaic system, floor and room air following the solar cell electrical efficiency. Another investigation, the experimental and theoretical studies is discussed considering the utilization of air duct [73]. The research measurement includes the system behaviour, energy and exergy analysis regarding the electrical and thermal energy output in order to obtain the optimal parameters of geometry of air duct, media fluid velocity, packing factor and number of air changes. An example, the assessment and analysis of energetic and exgetic performances is proposed for of BIPV system with waste water source heat pump [74].

4.2 Economic-Environment Analysis
The volatility and uncertainty prices of electricity price makes reducing the interest of PV installation investment [3]. In this reason, the investor looks for the optimal decision regarding the investment cost while search different methods to improve the system values, such as the optimal size and timing of installation in BIPV system. The technical and economic impacts of house retrofitting with BIPV/T installation is evaluated to estimate the energy savings, gas emission reductions and reasonable costs of investment [75]. In BIPV/T system, photovoltaic system generates electricity for building energy utilization, while the energy excess sends to the grid through market mechanism. Meanwhile, the thermal energy is used for thermal demand and domestic hot water provision. In this regards, significant numbers of old multi-apartment building in Europe which are energy inefficient become the important case to be discussed in terms of restoration for the economic reason regarding the profitability and optimal size of different renewable energy utilization [18].

The economic analysis of innovative BIPV system approach is presented to quantify the social and environmental advantages of system in terms of life cost analysis [16]. The results yield that the economic feasible is clearly obtained from the socio-environment point of views when the conventional function of building structure is replaced with the BIPV systems. The characteristic of environmental impact of BIPV system with different scenarios of PV operation is evaluated with life cycle analysis and compared with conventional generation unit to producing electricity [76]. An example, the procedure of determining the proper size and cost of integrating thermolectric air-cooling duct and photovoltaic system on wall in tropic climate conditions is proposed based on the life cycle assessment with the target of minimum economics and energy consumption [77].

Utilization of renewable energy based BIPV system has attracted and received great attention from researchers and great financial support of government [54]. Regarding the energy payback time which less than the PV system life
utilization, the PV system has long sustainable and environmentally friendly from the energy consumption overviews. Life-circle cost analysis and energy payback time is performed for BIPV/T system-based modification of irradiance and optimal tilt angle considering the shadow effects [78]. The electrical and thermal performance of semi-transparent PV system are evaluated for different air mass flow rate through series duct combinations. Meanwhile, the life span operation including the energy payback time is evaluated with different orientation to sunlight directions. The shadow has no significant effect to the life cycle and energy payback time of system due to the existence of flow duct beneath the solar panel. Therefore, the BIPV/T system is economic and environmentally feasible for renewable energy source utilization [79].

The solution of environmental problems in terms of decarbonisation is one of the main challenges and effort of all stakeholders to tackle the climate changes [19]. One of the solar energy applications is the building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) system. Meanwhile, one type of popular BIPV systems is the BIPV with thermal system or BIPV/T [17]. BIPV is investigated with and without media fluids (air or water) for cooling PV panels to increase the electricity energy efficiency before exhausting to the ambient. With BIPV/T, the collected thermal heat from the media fluid is used for heating and drying purposes. The application of BIPV/T system for drying system is developed considered the optimal basic configurations of photovoltaic laminating layer and insulated air gap [80]. The modification of BIPV/T system leads to the thermal heat generation that decreases the electrical performance. Therefore, it needs the heat absorber at the backside of PV panel in order to optimize the heat transfer surface at PV lamination layer.

5. Final Remark - Supporting Systems

The successful Implementation of BIPV/T system needs regulation and constant support from the government or decision makers and other stakeholders in terms of technology, rational finance and policy. In this respect, the subsidies and financial incentives might be highly needed to motivate the positive efforts for the costs of building restoration measurement. Through this review results, comprehensive information of BIPV/T system is necessary for the design and future system implementation, especially for the location with critical climate conditions. In this case, the prediction of thermal behaviour of BIPV/T system is highly important and would be the future important regulation and business model. In the end, the review article provides important reference and guidance for the optimal energy management of PV with storage system in BIPV/T systems. Therefore, the proliferation PV system installation in urban areas can be significantly quantified.
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